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“He doesn’t look like much to me.”

“He wouldn’t,” Raeshe muttered into a tankard of ale. Trying to 
avoid notice, the elf didn’t look directly at their target or the men laughing 
along with him, but Raeshe’s partner was less discrete.

“He’s got a potbelly and the only hair he has is hanging from the corners 
of his lips.”

“And?”

“And I would expect more from the monster who started a fi re that 
devoured an entire nation.” Folgen huffed and crossed his arms, and Raeshe 
was thankful no one else could see him. Raeshe took a slow sip of warm 
ale, but he was distracted by the sensation of glass trickling down his throat. 
The curse binding him to Folgen made everyday tasks into pure misery, but 
Raeshe could tolerate the pain if it meant their king would have his vengeance.

“You’re being poetic again.” Raeshe growled through the pain, keeping 
his voice low. “And you know as well as I do that Malkin is no man.”

“He is most of the time.”
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“And that is why he keeps up appearances, Folgen. What better way to 
convince people he isn’t capable of wholesale slaughter?”

“You know, it’s rude not to look someone in the eye when you’re talking 
down at them.”

“And you know that it would look incredibly suspicious if I did.” Raeshe 
whispered. “I know you’re on that bench, but these ... lovely people ... would 
only see me arguing against empty air.”

“Hmph.” Folgen knew Raeshe was right, but he scrunched his face in 
disapproval. “Just you wait. You’ll understand when you’re the one doing 
the haunting.”

Raeshe glanced at Folgen and lamented the lad’s wasted youth. Right now, 
Raeshe’s partner should have been wooing the ladies of the forest palace, 
his long, ivory hair catching the light from springtime meadows, his vibrant, 
green eyes twinkling as he made false promises. Instead Folgen’s face was 
covered in the dirt of the commons, and the flickering candlelight against 
his lifeless eyes showed how the years had twisted him.

If he ever had the impulse to look in a mirror, Raeshe knew he would see 
something far more corrupt looking back at him.

“Do you really believe it?”

“Do I believe what?” Raeshe stalled, trying to extract himself from that 
wave of guilt.

“That Malkin is capable of slaughter?” Folgen asked. “From his appear-
ance, I would think he would get winded after a few thrusts of his sword.”

“Sounds like a double entendre.”

“Might as well be,” Folgen snarled. As he glared at the flushed, grinning 
face of their target, Malkin lunged to clutch the backside of the poor barmaid 
who had come to collect the tankards from their last round. “We should kill 
the bastard and dedicate his death to all the women he’s abused with his 
company.”

“I have no doubt they’ve suffered more than just from his company,” 
Raeshe muttered into his tankard once more, “with the full knowledge that 
Malkin had more than just a carnal appetite.”
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He had no intention to take another sip and feel glass tearing through 
his throat again; he merely wanted the excuse to look out of his periphery. 
Malkin seemed to enjoy how the barmaid didn’t complain as she shuffled 
away, but then he stiffened and Raeshe couldn’t avoid meeting his gaze 
from across the bar. Bickering with Folgen had made Raeshe reckless, and 
he watched Malkin stumble over until the stench from his drinking wafted 
over him. Before Raeshe could think of a cover story, Malkin’s pudgy hand 
clapped onto his shoulder.

“How are you tonight, friend? Enjoying the festivities?”

Raeshe pretended ignorance as he turned to peer at the man, but the sight 
of Malkin’s grinning face was enough for him to know there was no point.

“Name’s Malkin, and we’re all friends tonight!” He clapped his clammy 
hand against Raeshe’s shoulder and must have noticed the armor hidden 
beneath his cloak. “I wanted to know if you’re enjoying yourself on this 
fantastic day.”

“What’s so fantastic about it?”

“Come now ...” Malkin grinned, showing a gap in his front teeth as wide 
as the one in his moustache. “It’s the anniversary! Ten years ago, or maybe 
it was eleven …”

“Twelve,” Folgen snipped, but Malkin couldn’t hear him.

“However many years ago, today’s the day where the elves died off in 
their civil war!” Malkin exclaimed, walking around to the end of the table 
and bracing himself. “Didn’t take much but a palace on fire and they all run 
‘round like chickens with their heads cut off. Hell, if I’d known that’s what 
it woulda taken to make those pretty boys go extinct, I woulda given them 
a torch a couple decades earlier.”

“Well, they’re dead now,” Raeshe commented with a shrug. “No need 
for another torch.”

“Yeah, but if we’d have done it a few years sooner?” Malkin almost 
squealed at the idea, shaking the table and sloshing Raeshe’s warm ale over 
the lip of his tankard. “Gods, I coulda made a fortune if I was in the ranks 
and lucky enough to ransack that shithole country.”

“I’m sure you made a fortune, anyway,” Folgen muttered.
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“You don’t look old enough to have retired,” Raeshe said. 

“Oh, you don’t need to flatter me, boy. I know I’m well past my prime 
years.” Malkin smiled and patted his rotund belly. “Might be able to thrust a 
sword, still, but I couldn’t have been on the front lines even ten years ago.”

“If you can thrust a sword, I’m sure you could have been part of the 
raiding party.” Raeshe was trying to be cordial, but then Malkin threw himself 
forward so he could whisper in his ear.

“That ain’t the kind of sword-thrusting I’m talking about, boy.” His 
very breath was fermented, but Malkin eventually stepped back to wave a 
finger in front of Raeshe’s face. “This kind of sword thrust gets you a whole 
different kind of booty.”

“I see.”

“I bet you do, boy. I bet you do.” Malkin stood back up, but his grin 
faltered and he crossed his arms to look down on Raeshe. “Say, I’m not sure 
I heard you tell me your name.”

“I haven’t said it, yet.”

“Well?”

“Zavier.”

“Zavier?” Malkin lingered on the name. “Zah-vee-air. Sounds foreign.”

“I’m sure a lot of things sound foreign to you,” Folgen commented, but 
a quick glare from Raeshe was enough to silence him.

“Just passing through.”

“Just passing through, huh?” Malkin repeated. “Seems odd to be passing 
through a country and not knowing they’re celebrating. Even more odd you’re 
doing it in armor. You expecting a fight, Zah-vee-air?”

“Just being careful.” Even as he spoke, Raeshe knew Malkin didn’t trust it.

“Careful? What’s a handsome man like you got be careful for?”

“Oh, Malkin, you know exactly what a handsome man has to look out 
for.” Raeshe forced a smile to go along with the joke, but it was a long second 
before Malkin grinned and beckoned a barmaid over.
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“That I do, Zah-vee-air,” Malkin said as the poor woman hurried over for 
her next degradation. “Bring us a pair of chicken feet and be quick about it.”

“Uh, y—yes, sir.” She rushed to the kitchen, but not before Malkin slapped 
her rear and chuckled as he turned back to Raeshe.

“Chicken feet?”

“What? You’ve never toasted with a brined chicken foot? It’s tradition 
here, especially on the anniversary!” 

Although Raeshe had never heard of this custom, he had grown up a 
world apart. He would just have to suffer for his ignorance.

“I’ve never tried it.”

Before Malkin could indulge in an explosive reaction, the barmaid was 
back with a brined chicken foot in each hand.

“Give me them.” Malkin growled as he snatched at the gnarled feet, not 
bothering to smile until he was offering one of them to Raeshe. “Here, boy. 
Have yourself a local custom.”

“And what is the toast?” Raeshe accepted the foot, but he already knew 
the man’s answer.

“How about we salute the hero who started the fire?” Malkin grinned 
through the horrific notion, but Raeshe nodded as he extended his arm and 
tapped talons as a toast to genocide.

“To the man who killed a nation.” Raeshe maintained eye contact with the 
monster as Malkin tore into brined skin, but looked to Folgen before starting 
on his own foot. Folgen’s nostril twitched in disgust, but Raeshe sunk his 
teeth into flesh to keep up appearances. Meat turned to ash within his mouth, 
but he chewed and swallowed down rancid embers as if nothing was wrong.

Malkin clapped his shoulder one more time before he returned to his 
companions, but ashes lingered on Raeshe’s tongue long after the barkeep 
sent his oblivious customers into the night. The curse he shared with Folgen 
meant they couldn’t find comfort of food or drink, but after twelve long years, 
Raeshe had finally found his prey.

This night, he would find satisfaction in the hunt. 
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“You were much too obvious, Zah-vee-air,” Malkin almost sang the 
name into the empty alley as he stopped fumbling with his satchel 

and turned to face Raeshe. His cheeks had only gotten rosier, but while Malkin 
swayed shoulder-fi rst into his doorway, Raeshe held his sword at the ready.

“Aw, what gave us away?” Folgen asked sarcastically, leaning against the 
left wall. They were all packed into a narrow alleyway, but Raeshe preferred 
the close quarters.

“Was it the chicken foot? Did you make up that custom?” Raeshe asked 
over the tip of his sword, but Malkin scoffed as he struggled to stay standing.

“Please. I knew you were an elf as soon as I saw you. I’d heard there were 
a few more of you rutting about, but I’d only seen a handful of you in the 
years since the massacre, and I made sure nobody got to see those precious 
little unicorns ever again.” As Malkin spoke, the friendly, inebriated slur 
faded from his voice, and when he fi nally looked up, a fi erce glint fl ashed 
across black eyes.

“Massacre? I thought you said it was a fi re that destroyed the palace?” 

Malkin waved off the notion.

“You and I know it was a bit of both.”

The man pushed off his doorway and seemed taller for it, but Raeshe knew 
it wasn’t a trick of the moonlight. Stubby fi ngers extended, nails thickened 
and curled, bone spurs broke through the skin at his joints, and Raeshe tight-
ened his grip on his sword as Malkin revealed his true form. What was once 
a man had doubled in size and was now hunched over, his skin stretching 
and barely containing the monster beneath. After Malkin took a quivering 
breath, he looked back to Raeshe as if he was wearing an ill-fi tting human 
mask, teasing his opponent with the sight of grey skin between the gaps.
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“Tell me. Within the hierarchy of shapeshifters, where do you rank, 
Malkin?” Raeshe attempted bravado, but internally he had to convince 
himself that this monster was only another step along his path. Malkin took 
the comment in stride, using his gnarled front paws to stalk forward.

“An elder would look down on me, but not for long.” A low murmur 
issued from his throat, which Raeshe had to assume was laughter. “Tell me, 
what is your true name? I am curious, even if it won’t change your flavor.”

“Raeshe. I was one of the king’s guards.”

“Ah, then you must be cross with me.” Malkin shifted into an aggressive 
stance. “I proved you weren’t up to the task.”

“We were expecting a treaty, not a monster sent to assassinate our king.” 
Raeshe tried to seem unaffected, but Malkin had struck a chord. He and Folgen 
would have never bound themselves to the ashes if they and their brethren 
had not failed. In that moment, emotion took hold, his sword hand wavered, 
and Malkin saw his opportunity to strike.

Faster than Raeshe could react, the shapeshifter raked claws against the 
flat of his blade, sending it out of his hands to clatter against the wall. Raeshe 
didn’t even have time to curse before Malkin threw a fist into his solar plexus 
and knocked the wind out of him. Doubled over, Raeshe could do nothing 
as Malkin dug black claws into his midsection and raised him into the air 
with one hand.

“After so much talk, elf, I expected more from you.” The shapeshifter 
sneered at such casual violence, but Malkin was shocked when Raeshe grabbed 
his elbow and locked their forearms together. The shapeshifter stared at the 
absurdity for a long moment before turning to Raeshe and seeing black eyes 
looking down on him.

“We’re not done talking, Malkin.”

Raeshe used his free hand to wrench the silver dagger from his belt and 
slammed it into the meat of Malkin’s shoulder. It seemed to burn through the 
flesh, and to the backdrop of Malkin’s anguished howl, Raeshe pulled down 
and carved the arm from his body. Suddenly, Raeshe was falling—Malkin’s 
nails still buried in his gut—and his knees hit the ground. His prey screamed 
and cradled its phantom limb.
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Raeshe ignored the fresh pain in his legs and yanked the hand out of 
his midsection so he could climb to his feet, dagger at the ready. Already, 
the gossamer wisps of smoke from his stomach were knitting together and 
coalescing into new flesh, but Raeshe couldn’t wait, instead advancing on his 
prey. Malkin whipped around with his remaining hand, mouth frothing, but 
although nails tore through Raeshe’s skin and muscle, there was no bloody 
reward. Only smoke trailed after Malkin’s fingers, and he was still gaping at 
the marvel when Raeshe’s dagger sank into his other shoulder.

“No …” 

Raeshe relieved him of his other arm with a swift yank of the blade. 

“No!”

“Scream all you want. It’s your turn, after all.” 

The shapeshifter fell to his back, squirming and thrashing against the pain.

“H—how? Why are you not—”

“Dead?” Raeshe crouched down on his haunches. “We found a way 
around that inconvenience.”

“But … but—” Malkin gasped as he felt something tear into the flesh 
of his hip and take another limb. “There is no balance … to that, and magic 
must always keep the balance.”

“The balance is maintained, monster. I promise you that.” Raeshe looked 
to Folgen, and he was so distracted that he almost didn’t avoid the foot lashing 
out at him. Raeshe fell away to avoid that strike, but he immediately dove 
forward to slice at the putrid, grey flesh that the shapeshifter’s human skin 
didn’t cover. Raeshe didn’t feel the black ichor splatter across his face and 
let out a relieved sigh.

Malkin had been reduced to a potbellied torso in a lake of dark blood, 
and there was nothing left to fear.

“What do you want?” Malkin asked, sobbing as he lolled his head back 
and forth. “Just revenge? Do you think your king’s soul will rest easy once 
you’ve sent me to Hell?”

“Your death isn’t nearly enough for my king to rest easy.” Raeshe crawled 
over to Malkin’s head and then knelt beside his victim.
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“Not even close,” Folgen said on approach, rejoining the conversation and 
stopping above the oozing stumps where Malkin’s legs used to be. “Though 
he might smile for the effort.”

“Then what do you want?” Malkin looked to the sky and the crescent 
moon above them. Reflected against the black of that monster’s eyes, Raeshe 
thought it seemed like the Grim Reaper’s scythe. In a way, death would 
always be waiting for disgraced warrior elf.

“You did not kill my king and destroy my people on a lark, Malkin.” 
Raeshe lightly grazed his silver dagger over Malkin’s chest. The monster 
gasped as the blade seared flesh, but Raeshe had no sympathy. “Someone 
hired you to pose as that messenger. Someone told you to travel to our city 
and eat our food and drink our wine and abuse our trust, and I want to know 
who that someone was.”

“Why would I tell you?” Malkin barked at Raeshe, black flecks of blood 
bespattering pale features. “You’ve already killed me! What incentive do I 
have to help you?”

“You underestimate the suffering I can give you, Malkin.” Raeshe flicked 
his blade along the monster’s torso and made a fresh batch of burning inci-
sions, but it was merely a sadistic flourish. “I can do much more than play 
with your flesh.”

“Forgive me for not taking that threat seriously.”

“I will never forgive you,” Raeshe stated without emotion, and then he 
took his dagger and sliced through the skull by Malkin’s temple. Before the 
shapeshifter could even flinch, Raeshe sliced his fingertip and then shoved 
his smoke-wreathed finger into Malkin’s grey matter.

For years, locals would tell legends about the sound that issued from 
Malkin’s throat in that moment, but Raeshe had prepared himself for such 
audible terror. That anguished, eldritch cry satisfied him in a way the mon-
ster’s death never could, and in that moment, he felt like he had eaten his 
fill at a feast in the great hall. Unfortunately, Raeshe was back in that dirty 
alley within the same breath.

“H—how …” Malkin sputtered, shivering, monstrous tears pooling at the 
edges of his human mask. “How can you hold so much suffering within you?”
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“You said it before, Malkin.” Folgen answered for Raeshe, his voice 
subdued after they had exposed the beast to such horror. “There has to be 
balance.”

The next part, Raeshe and Folgen said together.

“And a curse that bestows immortality demands a steep price.”

Otto von Gelder tossed within layers of silk, unable to fi nd comfort any-
where on his massive, goose-down mattress. Despite his bottomless 

fortune, Otto felt the specter of death breathing down his neck. It had been 
months since the trail of dead bodies had begun, but Otto could see its fi nal 
destination.

Someone was coming for him, and he would know no comfort while that 
someone still breathed.

It was even more unpleasant that he couldn’t sleep when he had every 
reason to feel secure. There were twenty men in his barracks and another ten 
patrolling the grounds of the island estate, so Otto knew with every rational 
fi ber in his being that he should sleep through the night without a single 
worry nagging at his brain.

Hours before sunrise, Otto sat up and grabbed at the candle on his 
bedside table. If he couldn’t sleep, he could at least do something productive 
and look over his new acquisitions. After rummaging for the fl int with his 
grubby fi ngers, he lit a candle and settled back into his mountain of pillows. 
However, Otto barely had a chance to glance at his ledger before he noticed 
a pale, short-haired man leaning against his far wall, a blood-soaked sword 
in his right hand.

“G—guards!” Otto’s cry was weak, but the stranger shook his head.

“No point. They’ve been dead for a long time.”

“I ... they ...” Otto stammered in shock. There was no way to scale the 
walls around this bedroom, which meant this killer must have found his way 
past the barracks and the posted guards to get here. “How did you kill them 
without a sound?”
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“You learn to be silent in the wild.” The man smiled at a distant memory. 
“Animals can sense a reckless hunter, and where I come from, you can’t even 
start to earn respect as a man before you’ve earned your place as a hunter.”

“A hunter? Why has a hunter come for me?” Otto was trying to distract the 
assassin. Inch by inch, Otto slid to the side of his bed so he might eventually 
reach behind his bedside table and grab hold of the crossbow he kept ready. 
Otto might be able to help himself where thirty armed guards could not.

“Because you are prey, Otto von Gelder,” the man replied, finally lifting 
his head so he could shine black eyes at the merchant. “You killed my king, 
my nation, and my people. Such a dangerous animal deserves to be put down.”

“Your king?” Otto thought on the matter for a moment, for he had been 
indirectly responsible for the death of more than one monarch. However, 
another glance at the man’s blonde hair and pale skin was enough for Otto 
to realize who had come for him. “My god, I didn’t know there were any 
elves left.”

“There aren’t,” he replied, looking away, giving Otto the opportunity he 
needed. As the merchant took hold of his crossbow with grubby fingers, the 
elf snapped at empty air. “We don’t count anymore, Folgen!”

“You certainly do not,” Otto added with a sneer, his crossbow aimed at 
the elf’s chest. The poor soul didn’t seem to realize his fate, so Otto gloried 
in the moment.

“That you hunted down the shapeshifter is impressive, hunter, but I 
should never have feared a lone elf trying to avenge his species.” Otto gave 
into a smug sigh as he took aim. “Anything to say? It will be the last chance 
to speak for your kind.”

“This suffering will not end with me.”

“Then it is unfortunate your life will still end here, at the very foot of 
my bed.” 

Otto pulled the trigger and felt satisfied when the bolt plunged into the 
assassin’s heart, but the recoil made him drop the crossbow and he was 
unable to catch it before it clattered along the floor. Otto mouthed a curse 
as he watched it escape, but eventually he turned back to what he thought 
would be the corpse of the last elf in his world.
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“Yes, Folgen, he’s a fool, but he’ll know why soon enough,” the elf said 
to the empty air to his left, but he turned back to face Otto with contempt in 
his black eyes. “He won’t be able to stop this.”

“Wha … what is this?”

“This is what you’ve earned.” The elf slowly approached, the crossbow 
bolt sticking out of his heart already laced with black smoke. “For your mer-
chant empire, for the sake of mere coin, you sacrificed peace between our 
races and assassinated a beloved king. You, first among all others, killed the 
man I swore to protect and led to the extinction of my people.”

“My name, Otto von Gelder, is Raeshe, but that would not matter to 
you.” The elf took his time as he walked forward and extracted the bolt from 
his chest with his free hand. “I wouldn’t expect you to care about anything 
beyond yourself.”

“What do you want? I can give you—”

“You can give me nothing!” Raeshe declared as he closed the distance 
and then planted the crossbow bolt deep into Otto’s chest. Otto thought 
he had been stabbed right through the heart, but once he was able to look 
down—past two sets of quivering jowls—he realized the assassin had merely 
punctured his lung.

“Just … just kill me, then,” Otto pleaded. Rage made Raeshe tremble 
and Otto thought he only had seconds left to him, but the elf slowly shook 
his head and took a step back. Even though he could breathe, blood already 
tickled the back of Otto’s throat. “You came here to kill me, didn’t you?”

“I have killed hundreds on the path leading to you, but I am not here to 
end your life.”

“Then ... then what?”

“I came here to make you suffer, as I cannot guarantee you will suffer 
nearly enough in the hereafter.”

“What—what does that even mean?”

“It means, Otto von Gelder,” Raeshe said as he sat on the bed next to the 
dying man, “that I could give you eternal life. I imagine, in these circum-
stances, you are tempted by such a prospect.”

“Eternal ... life?”
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“Shut up. We’ve been over this,” Raeshe murmured to the empty space to 
his left, but then he turned his focus on the man responsible for his tragedy. 
“I can give you eternity, Otto, but you must ask for it. You must volunteer.”

“There ... there has to be a ... a catch.” Otto pushed through, but the blood 
pooling in his lung had made speech difficult. A few more minutes and he 
would drown, and this elf seemed more reasonable by the second.

“There is, but I won’t tell you what it is. You simply must agree, and then 
you will never fear the reaper again.”

“I don’t—”

“You have precious little time left, Otto,” Raeshe interrupted, and Otto 
made up his mind.

“Do it. Give me eternal life,” he demanded, darkness already creeping 
in on the edge of his vision.

“So be it.” Before Raeshe approached, he looked to the empty space once 
more. “Goodbye, my friend, and claim whatever rest you can find. Thank 
you for traveling with me this far.”

With death knocking at his door, Otto barely noticed how the elf directed 
his sword against his own breastplate. Otto breathlessly watched as the 
assassin carved into his own chest and black wisps poured out, crawling 
through the air until they could enter the hole leading into Otto’s lung. Otto 
lost the strength to keep his eyes open as Raeshe retrieved the pulsing mass 
of shadows that should have been his heart. As he lost consciousness, Otto 
felt flames rushing through lungs and tasted charred flesh on his tongue.

When he awoke the next morning, Otto was surprised to find himself in 
his usual layers of silk, and he patted down his chest searching for a puncture 
wound that wasn’t there. Panic flooded through his brain, but as Otto paced 
around his room and found everything as decadent as always, he slowly came 
to the conclusion that months of constant conspiracy must have finally taken 
its toll. Since it was just another day on his island paradise, Otto walked over 
to the chest next to the far window and grabbed the pitcher of wine waiting 
for him.

Yet instead of the warm, comforting rush of his finest red, Otto groaned 
in agony when he swallowed, overwhelmed by the sensation of a thousand 
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knives flensing his throat. The panic from his nightmare came back full force, 
and Otto swept his robes around him as he fled into the hallway.

What he saw confirmed the worst of his suspicions. There were six corpses 
lying haphazardly along the short distance to the stairs. Otto stumbled over 
the remains of his guards and took care not to stain any of his sweeping gar-
ments in their blood. It was almost easier to focus on keeping his clothing 
unblemished than it was to consider the possibility that his nightmare was 
real. Rationality abandoned him as he flew down the stairs and found even 
more dead men lying in wait.

Otto didn’t even notice when he started to whimper and then cry, but by 
the time he made his way to the service kitchen, he was past self-awareness 
or even human complexity. In that moment he was pure animal, and the only 
thing that could give him any solace was food. It was his one, true pleasure, 
and by instinct he grabbed a sausage hanging from a hook on the wall and 
tore into it, expecting comfort he desperately needed.

What he got was the taste of charred remains. When he opened his mouth, 
a disintegrating cloud of embers floated to the floor, and his eyes opened 
wide at the horror visited upon him. Otto took another desperate bite, tasted 
ash once more and expelled it onto the counter in front of him. Another bite, 
another mouthful of decay, but he stubbornly tried to swallow this one down. 
The taste and texture were too much for him, and Otto retched smoldering 
embers into the basin nearby.

“This is your life now, Otto von Gelder.” 

Slowly, Otto turned to look over his shoulder and fell against the counter 
once he saw the assassin from his dream. He stammered and threw his half-
eaten sausage at the elf, but it sailed through his body as if there was nothing 
there. Pleased by the sight, Raeshe smiled.

“Allow me to tell you exactly what you have inherited,” Raeshe said, 
crossing his arms in satisfaction. “Forever after, you will live, but food will 
turn to ash in your mouth. Water will turn to glass, sleep will evade you, and 
you will never know comfort again.”

“Killing you would have been too easy, Otto von Gelder. One death could 
never satisfy the vengeance owed my people. For the man responsible for 
such an atrocity, you were owed suffering beyond mortal knowledge, beyond 
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mortal consequences. After you destroyed our nation, Folgen and I turned to 
arcane arts that our leaders could no longer forbid.” 

“My friend was the first to claim the curse, but I was the second. We 
needed to be certain that one of us would be here to torment you after you 
volunteered for this earthly prison.” Raeshe paused as Folgen’s absence really 
sank in, but he was pleased to see his prey suffer for the silence. 

“Folgen rests now, but this moment, right here, is the culmination of all 
our earthly desires. After more than twelve years, we have finally achieved 
our goal.”

“What ... w—what have you done?” Otto asked through a cloud of ash, 
but Raeshe understood him perfectly.

“I have guaranteed that the man who profited from our death shall receive 
no comfort in life,” Raeshe declared as he walked forward. Once he was 
standing over the sniveling merchant, Raeshe truly smiled for the first time 
in twelve years.

“I will never know the afterlife of my people, but I will gain eternal sat-
isfaction from haunting you each and every day as your empire falls apart, 
as this misery destroys everything you are.” Raeshe lowered his face so Otto 
could look into green eyes filled with malice.

“And I will be the one to witness everything you love turn to ash.”  
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